PROGRAM

INVOCATION
Gregory P. Crawford
William K. Warren Foundation Dean of the College of Science

REMARKS
Rev. John I. Jenkins, C.S.C.
President

HONORS
Thomas G. Burish
Provost

Christine M. Maziar
Vice President and Senior Associate Provost

Dennis C. Jacobs
Vice President and Associate Provost

Donald B. Pope-Davis
Vice President and Associate Provost

Benediction
Rev. Mark L. Poorman, C.S.C.
Vice President for Student Affairs

MENU

Spring Spinach Salad
with Fresh Strawberries and Mandarin Oranges
with a wedge of Brie Cheese and Raspberry Poppyseed Vinaigrette

Boursin, Prosciutto Chicken Roulade
on Supreme Sauce

Fresh Asparagus
Parmesan & Basil Orzo

Chocolate Sabayon
with fresh Berries

Copperidge Cabernet Sauvignon
Copperidge Chardonnay
Coffee ~ Tea

PRESIDENT’S DINNER

MAY 18, 2010
UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME
NORTH DINING HALL
7:15 P.M.
50 YEARS OF SERVICE
Harvey A. Bender
Biological Sciences

25 YEARS OF SERVICE
Maureen Boulton
Romance Languages and Literatures
Paul F. Bradshaw
Theology
James M. Collins
Film, Television, and Theatre
Ian B. Duncanson
Radiation Laboratory
Patrick F. Dunn
Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering
Kent Emery, Jr.
Program of Liberal Studies
Stephen M. Fallon
Program of Liberal Studies
Michele Gelfman
Physical Education
Christopher S. Hamlin
History
Paul W. Huber
Chemistry and Biochemistry
Kenneth J. Kinlough
Hesburgh Libraries
Claudia Kielman
Office of International Studies
Thomas E. Lehman
Hesburgh Libraries
Craig S. Lent
Electrical Engineering
David M. Lodge
Biological Sciences
John M. LoSecco
Physics
Richard R. Mendenhall
Finance

David K. O’Connor
Philosophy
Joseph E. O’Toole
Biological Sciences
Kay L. Stewart
Freimann Life Science Center
Frederico J. Xavier
Mathematics

TO EMERITA OR EMERITUS
Robert L. Amico
Architecture
Subhash C. Basu
Chemistry and Biochemistry
Frank J. Bonello
Economics and Policy Studies
John G. Keane
Management
Howard P. Lanser
Finance
Michael J. Loux
Philosophy
Alasdair MacIntyre
Philosophy
Alvin Plantinga
Philosophy
James J. Rakowski
Economics and Policy Studies
Phillip R. Sloan
Program of Liberal Studies
William C. Strieder
Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering

DeeAnne M. Goodenough-Lashua
Chemistry and Biochemistry
Giovanna Lenzi-Sandusky
Romance Languages and Literatures
Arthur Lim
Mathematics
Sr. Gail A. Mayotte, S.A.S.V.
Alliance for Catholic Education
Deborah L. Rotman
Anthropology
Joshua Skube
Physical Education
Steven M. Wietsma
Chemistry and Biochemistry
Chengxu Yin
East Asian Languages & Cultures

TO PROFESSIONAL SPECIALIST
Michael J. Jenuwine
Law
Rachel S. Moreno
Law
John J. Staud
Alliance for Catholic Education

TO ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR AND TENURE
Katherine Bradley
Philosophy
Timothy J. Gilbride
Marketing
Robert D. Goulding
Program of Liberal Studies
Rev. Daniel G. Groody, C.S.C.
Theology
Jessica J. Hellmann
Biological Sciences
Asher Kaufman
History
Rev. Paul V. Kollman, C.S.C.
Theology
Robert Nerenberg
Civil Engineering and Geological Sciences

TO ASSOCIATE LIBRARIAN
Mark Dehmlow
Hesburgh Libraries
Felicia A. Smith
Hesburgh Libraries

TO RESEARCH PROFESSOR
David P. Bennett
Physics

TO TENURE: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
Hildeguard G. Müller
Classics
Meng Wang
Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering

TO PROFESSOR
Amy Coney Barrett
Law
Paolo G. Carozza
Law
Sarvanan Devaraj
Management
Jeffrey A. Diller
Mathematics
Jennifer A. Heddle
Theology
Ian Kuijt
Anthropology
Vincent D. Rougeau
Law
Mark R. Schurr
Anthropology
Jennifer L. Tank
Biological Sciences

TO ASSOCIATED DEAN
J. Nicholas Laneman
Wesleyan Institute

TO ENDOWED PROFESSOR
Gary A. Anderson
Hesburgh Professor of Catholic Theology
Prashant V. Kamat
Rev. John A. Zahm, C.S.C.
Professor of Science

TO DEPARTMENT CHAIR
Thomas E. Albrecht-Schmitt
Civil Engineering and Geological Sciences
J. Matthew Ashley
Theology
Richard A. Cross
Philosophy
Matthew J. Gursky
Mathematics
Kenneth W. Henderson
Chemistry and Biochemistry
Gretchen J. Reynaud-Schilts
Program of Liberal Studies

TO DIRECTOR
J. Nicholas Laneman
Wesleyan Institute

TO LIBRARIAN
Pascal V. Calarco
Hesburgh Libraries
Huali (Grace) Xing
Electrical Engineering

TO DEPARTMENT CHAIR
Richard W. Garnett
Graduate School
Michael S. Kirsch
Law School
Edward J. Maginn
Graduate School

TO ASSOCIATE DEAN
Karen L. Alworth
College of Engineering
Lauren D. Carlson
Graduate School
Paolo G. Carozza
Law School
JoAnna Dell’Auna
College of Arts and Letters

TO DEAN
J. Nicholas Laneman
Wesleyan Institute

TO DEPARTMENTS
Thomas E. Albrecht-Schmitt
Civil Engineering and Geological Sciences
J. Matthew Ashley
Theology
Richard A. Cross
Philosophy
Matthew J. Gursky
Mathematics
Kenneth W. Henderson
Chemistry and Biochemistry
Gretchen J. Reynaud-Schilts
Program of Liberal Studies